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Introduction

The symbiotic relationship of business

Accountants need to constantly

emphasises the fact that Chartered

professionals with specialized knowledge

responsible for any corporate financial
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responsible for any corporate financial

All over the world, Professional

(also called code of professional

members’ behaviour and the

operate. A code of professional

profession to maintain standards

adhere. It brings about accountability,

of the profession.

business and society calls for ethics in accounting.

constantly gain public trust through actions that

Chartered Accountants are a group of honest

knowledge and not a group of unethical persons

financial crisis.financial crisis.

Professional Accountancy bodies have Codes of Ethics

professional conduct) which sets out their expectations of

the boundaries within which members have to

professional conduct is a necessary component to any

standards for the individuals within that profession to

accountability, responsibility and trust to the members



Introduction (Cont’d)

As you are being inducted today as

that you acquaint yourselves with the

ethical standards expected of you as

of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria

what is right or wrong.
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what is right or wrong.

The motto of ICAN is “Accuracy and

Care, Confidentiality and Professional

members of our great institute which

International Ethics Standards Board

profession welcomes only persons with

inaccurate representations into its membership

two words and the value they bring to

as qualified members of our great institute, It is important

the ethics of the profession and strive to maintain the high

as Chartered a Accountants and a member of The Institute

Nigeria. Professional codes of conduct represent moral norms of

Integrity” (objectivity, professional Competence and Due

Professional Behaviour). It is the fundamental principle and guide for

which conform with the fundamental principles of the

Board for Accountants (IESBA) Code. This implies that the

with proven integrity, honesty and high zero tolerance for

membership. The focus of this paper therefore is on these

to bear in the person of the Professional Accountant.



Accuracy

It is the accuracy and detail inherent
the time and attention paid by the carpenter,
detail possible. -Tim Jackson

Accuracy captures the essence of our values

figures and financial statements emanating

and correctness of spoken words. Therefore
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should be known to be reliable in terms of

Accuracy enhances the dependability

accuracy should be a recurring key-word

as a Chartered Accountant imposes a duty

indirectly are affected by your work. For

or valid, means that they say what they

This also underscores the attribute of being

should necessarily possess the virtue of seeking

in crafted goods that endows them with lasting value. It is
carpenter, the seamstress and the tailor that makes this

values as Chartered Accountants; it transcends correctness of

emanating from the activities of the Accountant . It includes validity

Therefore as members of this great institute of ours, you are and

of the accuracy of your words, actions and works.

dependability of financial information. As Chartered Accountants,

word in our conscious and sub-conscious activities. Your position

duty of care towards the different stakeholders who directly or

For financial statements to be considered reasonably accurate

mean to say. They are not overstated or understated.

being thorough at all times because to achieve accuracy, you

seeking to work with facts.



The following will indicate that accuracy 

� Financial Statement figures not backed by factual verifiable support

� External reviewer raising seve

� Financial Statements not reflecting what the preparer means to say

� Conflicting report emanating from the same person
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� Accounts not balanced

� Accountant’s inability to defend reports emanating from his department

� Overstatement of account balances

� Understatement of account balances

� Stagnation / non-improvement of self in current trends in accounting

� Excessive manual processing
etc.

The following will indicate that accuracy may be lacking:

Financial Statement figures not backed by factual verifiable support

veral adjustments that relate to wrong postings

Financial Statements not reflecting what the preparer means to say

Conflicting report emanating from the same person

Accountant’s inability to defend reports emanating from his department

Overstatement of account balances

Understatement of account balances

improvement of self in current trends in accounting

ing in an obviously complex transactions system, 



The Need for accuracy of accounting records cannot be overemphasised. 

Some of them are:

� Accurate record keeping complies with the law 

� Helps to check tax position accurately

� Helps avoid interest and penalties by making it easy to pay the right tax
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� Helps avoid interest and penalties by making it easy to pay the right tax

� Eliminates misleading financial information

� Enables management of org

right decision

of accounting records cannot be overemphasised. 

Accurate record keeping complies with the law (CAMA, BOFIA, FRC, SEC, etc.)

Helps to check tax position accurately

Helps avoid interest and penalties by making it easy to pay the right taxHelps avoid interest and penalties by making it easy to pay the right tax

Eliminates misleading financial information

organisations and prospective investors take the 



When a Chartered Accountant

the accountant and the entity

resultant effects are:

� The Business may not grow to its full potentials
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� Investors will lose confidence in the organisation

� The Accountant risk losing his/her job

� Negative publicity for the profession

� Negative publicity for the professional body he represents, etc.

Accountant is lacking in accuracy, the negative effect on

he works for can be highly harmful. Some of the

The Business may not grow to its full potentials

Investors will lose confidence in the organisation

The Accountant risk losing his/her job

Negative publicity for the profession

Negative publicity for the professional body he represents, etc.



Integrity

Success Will Come and Go,

Integrity means doing the right thing at
watching. It takes having the courage to
Building a reputation of integrity takes years,
to ever do anything that would damage your

Integrity is the quality of being honest
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Integrity is the quality of being honest

to define integrity commonly involve

honesty, objectivity, conscientiousness

honest, morally sound, and trustworthy

complete, undivided, intact, and unbroken

It means being honest and transparent

shareholders, customers and employees

books” whether it be intentionally

organization’s ability to operate with

Go, But Integrity is Forever

at all times and in all circumstances, whether or not anyone is
to do the right thing, no matter what the consequences will be.
years, but it takes only a second to lose, so never allow yourself

your integrity. - Forbes

honest and fair, straightforward and undivided. Attemptshonest and fair, straightforward and undivided. Attempts

involve appeals to other specific values or virtues, such as

conscientiousness etc., At the heart of integrity is being consistent,

trustworthy. Integrity thus implies the state of being

unbroken.

transparent with finances as a basic expectation of

employees. It serves no one when organizations “cook the

or accidentally. Careless accounting practices limit an

with good financial management.



Who Cares about your integrity?

Chartered Accountants most of the

status, Stakeholders are interested

Accountants: stakeholders are those

accountant’s behaviour and moral standing

� Providers of Capital

The Government
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� The Government

� Special Interests groups

� Prospective Investors

� Media

� Security and Exchange Commission (SEC)

� Revenue Services,

� Financial Reporting Council

� Creditors and Debtors

� Our acquaintances, family and friends, 

time hold positions of trust and because of this fiduciary

in the financial report that emanates from Chartered

those who may be directly or indirectly affected by the

standing. They include:

Security and Exchange Commission (SEC)

Our acquaintances, family and friends, etc



� Does integrity simply mean being

� Not entirely! although honesty

virtue from integrity. Plainly

honest. Integrity in its real essence

three-step process:
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three-step process:

� choosing the right course of conduct

� acting consistently with the choice

so;

� openly declaring where one

Accordingly, integrity is equated

commitments and trustworthiness

being honest?

honesty is a virtue of importance, it is a different

Plainly, one cannot have integrity without being

essence means adherence to principles. It is a

conduct;

choice—even when it is inconvenient or unprofitable to do

stands.

equated with moral reflection, steadfastness to

trustworthiness.



� Honesty is just about telling

there but they are different

receives an erroneous credit

and returns it is honest. The
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alert of N1m into his bank

times but still gives it back

cannot be traced to him,

telling the truth. There's certainly a correlation

different things. For example, the man who

credit alert of N20,000 in his Bank account

The man who receives erroneously, credit

bank account and had recently fallen into hard

back even when it is obvious that the fund

him, has integrity.



� The principle of integrity

accountants to be straightforward

business relationships. Integrity

can be honest without necessarily

being honest.
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being honest.

� Honesty and Integrity Build a

imposes an obligation on all professional

straightforward and honest in all professional and

Integrity also implies fair dealing and truthfulness. You

necessarily possessing integrity but integrity requires

a Foundation of Trust



� A distinguishing mark of the

the responsibility to act in

Accountant’s responsibility

individual client or employer

Accountant shall observe
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Accountant shall observe

professional conduct.

� As a Chartered Accountant,

needs to eschew acts that

code of conduct.

the accountancy profession is its acceptance of

in the public interest. Therefore, a Chartered

is not exclusively to satisfy the needs of an

employer. In acting in the public interest, a Chartered

and comply with the fundamental codes ofand comply with the fundamental codes of

Accountant, to remain relevant in the business world, one

that are not in conformity with prescribed ethical



We live in a world where integrity

world where “the end justifies the

of thought many.

� Investors understate a company’s

in a deal.
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in a deal.

� Employees call in “sick” because

they actually just need to get

� Applicants exaggerate in job

� CEOs overstate their projected

directors to replace them. Etc

integrity isn’t talked about nearly enough. We live in a

the means” has become an acceptable school

company’s value in order to negotiate a lower valuation

because they don’t have any more paid time off when

get their Christmas shopping done.

job interviews because they desperately need a job.

projected earnings because they don’t want the board of

Etc.



People seemingly gain success

without integrity. Such persons

integrity. Their dishonesty may provide
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The ability to be trusted is the most

life. Every one person who trusts

least a few of their associates,

wildfire. The value of the trust

can be measured.

success easily if they are willing to cut corners and act

persons lose their ability to be trusted as people of

provide instant gratification but it will never last.

most valuable quality anyone can have in their

trusts you will spread the word of that trust to at

associates, and word of your charactercharacter will spread like

others have in you is far beyond anything that



Integrity is Real

Integrity therefore should not

Code of Ethics or in the classroom

of our noble institute, you are
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integrity henceforth , but to live

and spoken words. You must be

The value of these virtues cannot

lose your integrity you also lose

and most of all, public trust.

be confined to the pages of the Professional

classroom. As a Chartered Accountants and members

expected not only to act with accuracy and

live it. You should reflect it in your thinking, actions

be seen to be persons with integrity.

cannot be overemphasised because the day you

your face, your professionalism, your personality



� When you stick to what you

have done.

� People follow your example

� Your powers of observation

others more easily

� You handle rejection and criticism

� You have fewer personality
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� You have fewer personality

� When you make a mistake,

� You earn the reputation as

about honest bosses.

� Your odds of being sued, fined

you know is right or wrong, you don’t regret anything you

example and act more honestly.

observation are more accurate. You can see the truth about

criticism more easily.

conflicts with others even when you are assertiveconflicts with others even when you are assertive

it is easy to accept responsibility and move forward.

a person with integrity. For example, employees brag

fined or convicted of a crime is at minimum



� Trust(a key element of business relationship) is built with integrity

� A Chartered Accountant you never lose his respect/face if you have 

integrity

� The serious costly risks to the continuity and survival of a 

eliminated where there is integrity
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Cases of lack of integrity have n

(e.g. Enron crash involving Arthur Andersen)

Trust(a key element of business relationship) is built with integrity

A Chartered Accountant you never lose his respect/face if you have 

serious costly risks to the continuity and survival of a business is 

eliminated where there is integrity

e negative perception effect on the profession 

(e.g. Enron crash involving Arthur Andersen)



Developing Personal Integrity

i. Identify aspects of your behaviour 

ii. Determine your reasons for not behaving with greater personal 

iii. Face the obstacles that weaken you to excuse yourself, lie or violate your moral code.

iv. Build relationships at home and work through greater truthfulness, being candid
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v. Make a list of tasks and behaviours 

vi. Respect the property of others.

vii. Listen to and respect the opinions and decisions of others.

viii. Do more than you expect others to do.

ix. Expect a trial and error process that requires persistent effort.

x. Enlist the help of others, as mentors

behaviour that require change

Determine your reasons for not behaving with greater personal integrity

Face the obstacles that weaken you to excuse yourself, lie or violate your moral code.

Build relationships at home and work through greater truthfulness, being candid.

behaviours in which you will become more trustworthy

Listen to and respect the opinions and decisions of others.

Do more than you expect others to do.

Expect a trial and error process that requires persistent effort.

Enlist the help of others, as mentors.

(Source: WikiHow)



Practical Scenarios of living life of Integrity

� Be who you are; say what you mean; do what you say and say what you do

� Put in 40 hour of work for 40 hours of pay

� Do not take credit for others' success
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� Be transparent

� If you are pressured into making unethical decisions, walk away

� Keep your promise

� Do not take jobs you are not technically equipped to handle

� Avoid situations where you will have conflict of interest

Practical Scenarios of living life of Integrity

Be who you are; say what you mean; do what you say and say what you do

Put in 40 hour of work for 40 hours of pay

Do not take credit for others' success

If you are pressured into making unethical decisions, walk away

Do not take jobs you are not technically equipped to handle

Avoid situations where you will have conflict of interest



Lifetime Values for Chartered Accountants

What more then can propel

career/businesses than by sticking

moving with the tide because everybody

Is what everybody doing against

integrity no matter how painful it
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integrity no matter how painful it

This must be supported by precision/accuracy

You may encounter situations where

acts that would constitute breach

do? Disobey your boss and risk being

Accuracy and integrity may be

the time are long lasting are great

Lifetime Values for Chartered Accountants

you to well deserved success in your chosen

sticking to principle of Accuracy and integrity, not just

everybody is doing it;

against your principles of uprightness? Then maintain your

it may be. It is a prerequisite to personal success.it may be. It is a prerequisite to personal success.

precision/accuracy of your records, outputs and reports.

where your superior would give you instructions on

breach of integrity when carried out. What would you

being fired or do his bid? Remember, maintaining

painful sometimes but the rewards, which most of

great.
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Conclusion

Individuals that have integrity build

valued as friends, colleagues, mentors,

counted on to do what is

responsibility, and they are able to

Dear colleagues, as you become
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Dear colleagues, as you become

Chartered Accountants of Nigeria,

live, work and speak with Accuracy

it. You must live with integrity because

� It is easier

� It builds Trust

� It serves as a basis for value judgement

build trust in their relations with others; they become

mentors, and supervisors. They are respected and

right. They are able to balance respect and

to share their values with others.

become inducted into full membership of the Institute ofbecome inducted into full membership of the Institute of

Nigeria, you are hereby commissioned to go forth and

Accuracy and Integrity. Your career success depends on

because:

It serves as a basis for value judgement



Ladies and gentlemen there

Accountant and a member of
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� Opportunities to work across all 

charities and government

� It is a profession that has global reputation and respect

� The profession is a buoyant one,

stable career than other finance professionals

� It gives you leverage over your counterparts

� Self accomplishment: knowing t

to this stage was worth it

are so many benefits in being a Chartered

our great Institute. Some of the benefits are:

all sectors; from accounting firms and multinationals to 

It is a profession that has global reputation and respect

e, even in recession. Accountants experience more 

stable career than other finance professionals

It gives you leverage over your counterparts

g that every sweat, struggle and sleepless nights to get 



As you become inducted today,

you would let go of the career

you deserve as highlighted earlier

and will definitely cost you those

among the men and women of
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among the men and women of

as deserving members of the Institute

The benefits of acting with integrity

Accountant and his organisation

Remember: Accuracy and Integrity

without these is not worthy to be

today, ask yourselves whether after coming this far,

career opportunities and self accomplishments that

earlier. Not acting with Accuracy and Integrity can

those benefits. Stand up therefore and be counted

of integrity; people who are worthy to be namedof integrity; people who are worthy to be named

Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria.

integrity will result in respect and public trust for the

organisation by their customers and the general public.

Integrity should be part of your daily lives, anyone

be member of our great Institute.



Final Thoughts

� Integrity is Doing the Right Thing
C.S. Lewis

� If it is not right do not do it; if

Marcus Aurelius
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Marcus Aurelius

� If you don’t stand for something
Gordon A. Eadie

� Whoever is careless with the

important matters
Albert Einstein

Thing even when no one is watching

if it is not true do not say it.

something you will fall for everything

the truth in small matters cannot be trusted with



Thank you
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Thank youThank youThank you


